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On a day where local high school football teams raised nearly $1,000 for the 
United Way, three teams remained undefeated. 

The St. Peter Knights got touchdowns from Steven Masterson, Scott Berty 
and Isiah Harris in a 24-7 Tier 1 win over St. Mark’s, which got a touchdown 
from Arty Nault. The Knights are at 4-0. 

The St. Patrick Irish got a touchdown from QB Mitchell Baines in a 6-1 Tier 2 
win over Immaculata. The Irish are at 4-0, handing Immaculata its first loss. 

St. Joseph got two touchdowns from Garrett Van Luven in a 19-16 win over 
Holy Trinity, which got touchdowns from Matt Cartier and Stephen Milks. 
Ashbury got two touchdowns from John Funston and another from Teddy 
Taggart in a 20-7 win over South Carleton, which got a TD from Ryan 
Weeks. 

Sir Wilfrid Laurier got two TDs from Harry Short in a 20-17 win over St. 
Matthew, which got TDs from Steve Belliveau and J.P. Hamelin. 

Colonel By got two TDs each from Brett Foster and Greg Power in a 27-12 
win over Ottawa Tech, which got two TDs from Moise Munkonda. 

In other action, Sacred Heart remained undefeated with a 13-10 win over 
John McCrae and Franco Cite beat Glebe 26-0. 

 

 
University football scouts were among those 
in the crowd Thursday at the United Way 
football day at St. Joseph Catholic 
Highschool.  

Ottawa's United Way football showcase 
Last Updated: 9th October 2009, 8:39am 
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A tale of two sons 
The Mackintoshes were told not to worry about their older boy's 
development -- until he was diagnosed as autistic. A new research 
project targeting early detection and at-home therapy has made all the 
difference to their second child's progress. Doug Fischer explains. 

 

BY DOUG FISCHER, THE OTTAWA CITIZEN OCTOBER 12, 2009  
 

 

When Jennifer Mackintosh looks back at family videos, sometimes her heart breaks. 

"At first I see a little boy who was smiling, who was perfectly happy to cuddle up, who was looking right 
at us," she says quietly, her hands clasped on the kitchen table. 

"Then time goes by and you see that little boy gradually withdrawing into himself, looking more 
unhappy, sometimes looking a little confused." 

And as she watches those videos, Jennifer says, she finds herself wishing she knew then about her 
oldest boy what she knows today. 

Jennifer and her husband, David, have two young sons, Alex, five, and Nathan, two. Both boys are 
autistic. 

 

 
David and Jennifer Mackintosh with their sons, five-year-old Alex, left, and two-year-old Nathan. Alex was diagnosed as autistic 
when he was two-and-a-half, while his brother was diagnosed much earlier. A research program hopes to identify children with 
autism early and provide free home-based training for their parents. 
Photograph by: Chris Mikula, The Ottawa Citizen, The Ottawa Citizen 
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That in itself is not so unusual. When one child is autistic, chances are about one in 20 that a younger 
sibling will be diagnosed with autism or a related condition, known under the catch-all term autism 
spectrum disorders. What makes the Mackintoshes somewhat unique is the striking difference in the 
way their sons have responded to therapy -- in large part, they believe, because Nathan was so much 
younger when they realized he was autistic. 

"We caught Nathan before he could start that retreat into himself," Jennifer says. "I'm convinced it 
made a big difference." 

Despite their suspicions that there was something wrong with Alex when he wasn't talking at one and 
was only babbling at 18 months, doctors told the Mackintoshes he would outgrow the problem. It wasn't 
until Alex was two-and-a-half that they got a diagnosis of autism. And even then there was nowhere for 
them to turn for help. 

"We were put on a wait list to get on a wait list," David says. "It was frustrating." 

Adds Jennifer: "The news was like getting hit by a Mack truck. I got myself educated pretty quick. I had 
to. There really wasn't anyone to tell us what to do." 

In many ways, Alex and Nathan are the ideal poster boys for a new, year-long Ottawa research project 
designed to identify children between one and two years of age with autism and provide free home-
based training for their parents. 

The $100,000 Act Early Autism Project, funded by the Provincial Centre of Excellence at CHEO and 
run in partnership with the Pinecrest-Queensway Community Health Centre, is a Canadian first. 

Project researchers have developed a list of early signs of autism -- found on posters around the city 
and at www.actearlyautism.ca -- they hope will prompt worried parents to contact them for further 
screening and possible participation in the program. 

They also hope that if their findings mirror those of a similar, but smaller, U.S. study that found early 
detection and at-home therapy had a positive impact on the development of autistic children, they will 
kickstart permanent programs in Ontario and across the country. 

"My dream is that we increase awareness of the signs of autism and can make a strong case for 
widespread early screening and early treatment," says Yolanda Korneluk, an Ottawa clinical 
psychologist and one of the project's investigators. 

Korneluk says she'd also like to make people on the front lines -- physicians and day-care workers -- 
much more aware of the red flags. 

"I can't tell you how many times parents come into my office and say, 'I knew there was something 
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wrong with my child when he was one, and my doctor kept telling me not to worry'," she says. 

U.S. research suggests the average age of diagnosis for autism is around four-and-a-half years, a 
situation that is likely the same in Canada, says Robin Gaines, an Ottawa speech pathologist and the 
project's lead investigator. 

Because autistic children can quickly develop "maladaptive behaviours" -- slapping their hands, rolling 
cars back and forth, blinking, opening and closing doors repeatedly -- to help them feel comfortable, it 
is important to break those patterns as soon as possible, Gaines says. 

"The more entrenched their behaviours get, the harder it is to change," she says. "Those years 
between two and four or five can be crucial to long-term outcomes." 

Equipping parents with effective at-home strategies is not the entire answer, Gaines and Korneluk say, 
but in the absence of enough publicly funded programs, they are an important component in dealing 
with the disorder. 

Experts tend to agree that autistic children require 20 to 25 hours a week of therapy in order to reach 
their potential, says Korneluk. That can come in many forms, including speech therapy, intensive one-
on-one behavioural therapy, as well as through everyday activities. 

"If you can teach a parent strategies to elicit communication while they're feeding their child, or 
changing a diaper or playing in the park, these can really complement professional therapy," says 
Korneluk. 

And if a family is without or waiting for professional help, then competent parental guidance becomes 
even more crucial. 

That's something the Mackintoshes learned the hard way. 

Jennifer cringes now to think how she and her husband did not respond to Alex's babbling at 18 
months because it made him clam up. In fact, she says, they now know they should have repeated the 
sounds back to him as often as possible to encourage him to communicate. 

David says it was easier to believe doctors' advice not to worry about Alex's verbal and social 
inadequacies because his physical development was advanced for his age. "But what was really 
happening is that he was stuck mentally." 

When Alex was about 18 months old, an infant development worker visited his play group and asked 
the parents if they had concerns about their children. Jennifer told her that Alex wasn't talking, banged 
his head on the floor when frustrated and wasn't taking to regular food. 
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"I wasn't thinking autism at all," says Jennifer, 32. "I was still thinking he was developing a little 
differently and I wanted to know what I could do to put things back on track." 

At the child worker's urging, they took Alex to the First Words clinic, a City of Ottawa program for 
children who aren't talking. Alex was placed on a waiting list to see a psychologist at the Ottawa 
Children's Treatment Centre. It was a year before he got in and was diagnosed with autism. 

"It hit us very hard," Jennifer says. "We'd done research online and thought, 'He's too social ... he can't 
possibly be autistic.' " 

They soon found out the short supply of publicly funded programs. 

"I don't know where we'd be if we'd waited for the public programs," says David, 39. "We are very lucky 
our family has a great deal of resources and were able to obtain private help. Not everyone is as 
fortunate as we are." 

At times, that amounted to $50,000 a year for speech therapy, occupational therapy and special "floor 
time" therapy in which a worker got down on the floor to direct Alex's play in a therapeutic way. 

Today, Alex receives 24 hours a week of one-on-one intensive therapy through the Autism Intervention 
Program of Eastern Ontario and, with a teacher's aide, attends an integrated senior kindergarten class 
one day a week. 

He is making slow but steady progress, according to his parents, but his future is still unclear. It's 
possible he could attend a regular school by next fall, but perhaps more likely he'll end up in a public 
school special needs program. 

As for Nathan, his prognosis looks better, says David. "His trajectory holds promise. From the start, we 
were afraid of autism with Nathan ... always aware of the possibility." 

Because siblings hold a higher chance of having autism, the Mackintoshes enrolled Nathan at nine 
months in a sibling monitoring program at the Hospital for Sick Children in Toronto. A diagnosis was 
confirmed at 21 months. 

"Knowing that so soon gave us the information we needed to start therapy much earlier," David says. 

And that, says Jennifer, has allowed Nathan to develop to a level that is close to where he should be 
for a two-and-half-year-old. "It's a big catch-up from where he was in a short time. It's been great." 

- - - 

Know the Signs 
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Children with autism face varying degrees of social, communication and behavioural difficulties. 

As a rule, experts say, many of the signs of autism show up in children between one and two years old. 
Parents who believe their child shows some of the signs are encouraged to contact the Act Early 
Autism Project at 613-286-8079 or visit the website www.actearlyautism.ca. Some of those early at-risk 
signs include: 

Social interaction: 

- Less eye gaze 

- Fewer warm, joyful expressions 

- Less sharing of interest or enjoyment 

- Lack of response to their name 

Communication: 

- Lack of pointing 

- Difficulty understanding simple language 

- Fewer "showing" gestures 

- Unusual voice pattern (odd pitch, intonation, rhythm) 

- Less non-verbal communication 

Behaviour and play development: 

- Repetitive movements of body (especially arms, hands or fingers) 

- Unusual choice of play items or ways of playing (such as spinning objects, lining up toys) 

- Repeated and/or rigid routines 

© Copyright (c) The Ottawa Citizen 
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Into the heart of the diabetes epidemic 
In the Ontario First Nations community of Sandy Lake, a quarter of 
the population has diabetes -- the highest rate in Canada and third-
highest in the world. But as Margaret Munro writes, change is tough 
in a place where food costs are high and unhealthy habits die hard. 

 

BY MARGARET MUNRO, CANWEST NEWS SERVICE OCTOBER 13, 2009  
 

 

Anne Meekis knows feeding her grandkids healthy food is one of the keys to halting the diabetic 
scourge here in the northern spruce forest. 

But it's not easy. "Look at how much milk costs," says Meekis, who's just paid $6.75 for a two-litre 
carton at Sandy Lake's store. 

Fresh fruits and veggies are also more than double what most Canadians pay -- green grapes $13.49 a 
kilogram, McIntosh apples $8.49, tomatoes $10.29 and bananas $5.69. "Way too expensive," says 
Lucy Day, shopping with her four-year-old grandniece. 

High prices are common in fly-in communities. But they are particularly hard to swallow here in Sandy 
Lake, where a quarter of the people have diabetes, the highest rate in Canada and third-highest in the 
world. 

Diabetes -- triggered by a combination of genetic risk, lifestyle and diet -- hits hard here and it hits 
young. And it is robbing many people of their limbs, their kidneys and their sight. 

Diabetes is also taking a huge toll in the nearby communities of Bearskin Lake, Red Sucker Lake and 
Island Lake, straddling the Northern Ontario-Manitoba border. But Sandy Lake First Nation, roughly 
300 kilometres northeast of Winnipeg, stands out because the problem here has been so well-
documented. 

The community made international headlines in 1996 when a study revealed 26 per cent of Sandy Lake 
residents had diabetes -- five times the Canadian average -- and that another 14 per cent were high-
risk. Despite a concerted decade-long effort to slow the epidemic, people in Sandy Lake are still 
developing the incurable disease at an extraordinary rate, according to a study published this spring. It 
looked at 492 residents and found 10.5 per cent of children ages 10 to 19 and 43.3 per cent of people 
in their 40s developed diabetes over the 10-year study period. 

"The rates are alarmingly high," says co-author Dr. Stewart Harris at the University of Western Ontario 
in London, who has worked with the community for almost 20 years. 

The disease has cut a wide swath through Rod Fiddler's family, one of Sandy Lake's big clans. His 
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father had to relocate to Thunder Bay for dialysis after the disease knocked out his kidneys. His mother 
learned to operate a home dialysis machine so his father could return before his death last year. 
Several of his older siblings have diabetes and some are already experiencing complications. 

"Nowadays, people are becoming diabetic in their 30s and 40s," says Fiddler, 34, who, as director of 
Sandy Lake's diabetes-prevention program, is determined to stop the epidemic. 

He and his team organize sports leagues, run children's diabetes camps, build outdoor skating rinks 
and cajole people to adopt healthier lifestyles with everything from cooking classes to weight-loss 
competitions. 

The prevention program receives $115,000 a year from Health Canada, but Fiddler says money to 
offset the high cost of wholesome food or to build the kind of fitness facilities most Canadians take for 
granted remains elusive. So do sophisticated and much-needed medical services, such as a dialysis 
unit, which community leaders have been requesting for years. 

"We have so many people who have had to leave for dialysis," said Chief Adam Fiddler, pointing to the 
"enormous" financial and human costs of relocating people to Thunder Bay and Winnipeg. "When 
you're plucked out of your home community and forced to live in a city where you've never lived, with 
no family, it makes your situation worse." 

The Oji-Cree people in this region are more vulnerable to diabetes -- and to the ill effects of today's 
sedentary lifestyles and smorgasbord of sweet, fatty foods -- than almost any people on earth. Only the 
South Pacific's Naura people and Arizona's Puma Indians have higher diabetes rates. Genetics and 
geography help explain why. 

Until the 1950s, Oji-Cree lived a harsh and strenuous traditional life in the region's forests and maze of 
lakes and rivers. Fish, duck, rabbit and moose were mainstays. Blueberries and cranberries were 
picked by the basketful. They ran trap lines on snowshoes and dog sleds, often covering tens of 
kilometres a day. 

Winters could be brutal. Game was so scarce in 1899-1900 that about 30 Oji-Cree in the Sandy Lake 
area were reported to have starved. Elders' oral histories recount people trying to survive on leather, 
bark and lichens. 

Researchers suspect the survivors of such "merciless" food scarcity were genetically and metabolically 
tuned to make the most of food. It was a distinct advantage to have a metabolism good at packing 
away extra calories as fat reserves that could be used as energy when food ran scarce. 

Then life for the Oji-Cree changed radically. Canoes gave way to motorboats and tents to reserve 
housing. Children were shipped off to residential schools. Canned meat, sweet drinks and white bread 
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were shipped in along with cars, snowmobiles and televisions. 

Their lifestyles were transformed but their genes and metabolism were not. "The body still thinks it's got 
to save and store energy," says Harris, "except you've gone from a feast-famine scenario to feast, 
feast, feast all the time." 

Today, there are several hundred diabetics in Sandy Lake, where 2,700 people now live in modest 
homes and cabins. The disease and blood-sugar testing kits are so common it's not unusual for people 
to self-diagnose. 

"I was at a friend's and decided to test my blood sugar," says Anne Meekis, 46, recalling how she found 
out she was diabetic two years ago. "It was so high I ran right to the nursing station." 

Meekis, a mother of six and grandmother of seven, is now on medications that help keep her blood 
sugar under control and has dropped 36 kilograms. 

But bad habits and simple pleasures die hard. Like many in Sandy Lake, Meekis still smokes 
cigarettes, which aggravate the ill effects of diabetes. And she is not a fan of the artificial sweetener 
she has been advised to use in tea and coffee. 

"I still take regular sugar," Meekis confides with a smile. 

But small victories in Sandy Lake's fight against diabetes are starting to add up. "We are becoming a 
healthier people," says Chief Fiddler, noting that the positive effects of Sandy Lake's aggressive 
prevention programs will take time to show up in diabetes rates. 

Almost everyone agrees there is plenty more to be done. 

Pickup trucks and cars that came up the winter ice road far outnumber walkers and cyclists on the 
dusty roads snaking around the sprawling community. Boardwalks built to encourage walking are 
missing planks and littered with pop cans and chip bags. 

All suitcases and boxes that pass through Sandy Lake's tiny airport are searched to keep alcohol out of 
the community, which has long been dry. But sugary, fatty foods and sweet drinks helping fuel the 
diabetes epidemic continue to flow into town, along with the mouth-watering selection of fresh fruit and 
vegetables, priced beyond reach of most people here, who live on social assistance. 

These stories are part of a Canwest News Service series that has been funded in partby a journalism 
award from the Canadian Institutes of Health Research. 

- - - 
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About This Series 

Monday: Diabetes, a slow and insidious killer 

Today: Sandy Lake First Nation -- epicentre of a diabetes epidemic 

Tomorrow: Confronting diabetes on Saskatchewan reserves 

Thursday: Big Fat Diet a recipe for good health 

Friday: Trying to understand the aboriginal diabetes dilemma 

© Copyright (c) The Ottawa Citizen 
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OTTAWA -- The number of immigrants who come to Canada speaking 
neither English nor French has dropped dramatically over the past few years.  

Immigration department statistics for 2008, quietly posted to the department's website, show 28.3% of the 247,243 permanent 
residents accepted last year spoke neither English nor French -- down from 45.9% in 2002.  

At the same time, the number of immigrants who speak English has been steadily climbing. In 2008, 56.6% of those accepted 
spoke English, up from 53.7% in 2007 and 43.4% in 2002.  

The department says 5.1% spoke French while 10% were bilingual.  

The 61,302 economic immigrants were among those most likely to speak Canada's official languages. Only 8.7% spoke neither 
English nor French -- 64.2% spoke English, 4.5% spoke French and 22.7% were bilingual.  

Those least likely to speak either official language were the 21,860 refugees accepted in 2008. According to the department's 
figures, only 43.3% spoke English, 7.8% spoke French, 2.8% were bilingual and 46.1% spoke neither.  

Immigration department spokesman Kelli Fraser said the shift in the language ability of immigrants is in part the result of changes 
Canada made in 2002 to put more emphasis on being able to speak one of Canada's official languages.  

Increases in the number of live-in caregivers and immigrants selected by the provinces have also played a role, she said.  

While there was a modest increase in the number of new permanent residents to Canada, rising to 247,243 in 2008 from 236,754 
in 2007, there has been a sharp rise in the number of temporary workers. In 2008, Canada admitted 363,494 temporary workers, 
up from 300,896 in 2007 and 255,989 in 2006.  

Where Canada's immigrants are coming from is also changing.  

While China is still the number one source country for immigrants, the number of permanent residents from China has dropped to 
29,336 from 42,292 in 2005.  

Immigration from India and Pakistan has also steadily decreased during that period. India is down to 24,549 from 33,146 in 2005, 
while Pakistan is down to 8,052 from 13,575 in 2005.  

Immigration from the United States, the United Kingdom and the Philippines is on the rise, as is immigration from Korea, France 
and Iran.  

NDP immigration critic Olivia Chow said economic growth in China and India is the likely explanation for the decrease in 
immigration from those countries.  

Chow said she is concerned about the rapid growth in the number of temporary foreign workers, adding she would prefer to see 
immigration by families who will build a life in Canada.  

ELIZABETH.THOMPSON@SUNMEDIA.CA  

 
  

Newcomers speak our language 
Number of immigrants who can't converse in English or French has dropped, stats show 
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Putting smiles on faces 
Project North delivers bags of fun to Arctic communities 
 

BY JOAN WEINMAN, THE OTTAWA CITIZEN OCTOBER 10, 2009  
 

 

The challenge appeared overwhelming -- find a way to deliver 50 boxes and 15 hockey bags bursting 
with donated sports equipment to four communities in the Arctic, in four short days. 

It all started when Ottawa photographer Michelle Valberg and I decided to give something back to the 
Arctic communities we were visiting while doing research for our book, The Land and Life of the Inuit: 
Through the Generations. The idea of bringing sports equipment struck us as positive, useful and an 
easy way to attract donations. Doesn't everyone have skates that no longer fit? 

We hastily pulled together a team of community supporters to champion our cause. It wasn't difficult. 
Ottawa Police Chief Vern White was at the helm of a stellar group of community leaders committed to 
spreading the word. 

It wasn't long before what we called Project North took on a life of its own. 

The Ottawa Fire Department offered their stations as drop-off locations, as did the Canadian Tire 

 

 
Michelle Valberg and Joan Weinman will not forget the joy on the faces of northern children accepting a gift of sports equipment 
from Ottawa residents. 
Photograph by: photos by Michelle Valberg, The Ottawa Citizen 
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stores on Carling Avenue and Coventry Road. Dymon Self-Storage on Innes Road donated the use of 
a storage locker and packing supplies. Scotiabank and the Kiwanis Club of Manotick gave us money 
for new skates. Minor hockey organizations rallied behind the project and the Ottawa Senators took it 
on as a cause. And friends, family, and strangers combed through their basements and garages, all for 
kids in the north who couldn't participate in sports for lack of equipment. 

Adventure Canada, with whom we were making our journey, offered to bring our equipment -- providing 
there wasn't too much -- to the north via the ship we were travelling on. 

It was all good. 

Collection day was four days before our departure. So overwhelming was the response that the day 
turned into night and we were still collecting. The two trucks and drivers Rogers had donated weren't 
enough to keep up with the deliveries, so we recruited friends and family to transport the piles and piles
of sports equipment. 

Dymon Self Storage gave us three more units to hold the overflow. We had collected an astonishing 50 
boxes and 15 huge hockey bags of sports equipment -- enough to supply four communities. 

Now, how to get it there? 

Adventure Canada was able to transport the 15 hockey bags on their ship. That left the 50 boxes. With 
the assistance of Senator Charlie Watt, an Inuk who served for several years as president of Air Inuit, 
we received a commitment from First Air to transport the rest of the equipment by small airplane. 

Now the children of Pangnirtung, Kimmirut, Cape Dorset and Pond Inlet were in for a terrific surprise. 

Our arrival at each community was unforgettable. From the meals of arctic char and local 
entertainment, to speeches from town mayors, tours by residents and offerings of freshly slaughtered 
seals from elders, we were greeted with a warm welcome each time. 

We were able to personally bring the equipment to three of the four communities. Each delivery was a 
celebration. Each community received 10 to 15 boxes and each rivalled the other in the level of 
excitement the deliveries generated. We knew the equipment was needed; in Kimmirut, for example, 
the relatively new hockey rink had hardly been used because few of the children owned a pair of 
skates. 

Project North was a tremendous success. Looking back, Michelle and I were struck by the true good 
heartedness of the Ottawa community, which came through at a moment's notice to help make a 
difference in the lives of northern children. We will never forget the joy on the faces of children, parents, 
and elders alike when they realized the equipment we brought was theirs to keep. 
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The little hands that held our own as children led us to meet their parents and friends, the hugs from 
other children who didn't need language to express their happiness, the offering of freshly baked 
bannock from a woman with little else in her refrigerator, the captivating tales of the past told to us by 
elders -- these are all cherished memories. 

We started Project North, because we wanted to give something back in return for the frank and honest 
conversations we were able to have with virtual strangers whose stories will fill our book. But the way it 
turned out, we are the ones who received a great gift: the kindness and generosity of a people who 
gave us their stories, their thanks and an opportunity for us to become a part -- for a short while -- of 
their lives. 

© Copyright (c) The Ottawa Citizen 
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With kindness to spare  
Classement de l'article 12 oct. 2009 Ottawa Sun 

Retired high school teacher serves up Thanksgiving dinner to anyone in need 

This is aThanksgiving story. It starts at the Ottawa airport in 1970.  

Ed Mahfouz prepares cans of donated food in the library of Merivale High School. The retired 
teacher shows thanks every year by organizing a Thanksgiving dinner for the city’s 
disadvantaged — yesterday he served more than 1,000 meals. 

In that year, Ed Mahfouz arrived in our city, fresh from a flight fromLebanon. He was 18. Had 
roughly $10 in his pockets.  

He also had a piece of paper in his pocket; the address of the family he would be staying with. 
Having no idea how to get there, he hailed a cab. Gave the driver the paper. Settled back to look at his 
new hometown, passing by the other side of the window.  

Along the way, he talked to the cab driver. Told him he was coming to Ottawa to start a new life. 
Was going to go to school, if things worked out for him. Maybe become a teacher one day.  

He managed to tell most of his life story by the time he got to his destination, and it was only then 
that he realized how far they had travelled. Only then that he panicked, thinking he might not have 
enough money for the fare.  

Now maybe the driver, through some weird form of osmosis, knew this. Ormaybe he did things like 
this regularly. Mahfouz has no way of knowing.  

ANDRE FORGET/ SUN MEDIA 
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But it was strange what happened next, for as Mahfouz sat there in the back seat, wondering if the 
first thing he were going to do in Canada was rack up a bill he couldn’t pay, the driver turned to him 
and said:  

“Hey, this one is on me. Good luck.”  
If EdMahfouz saw that cab driver today, he could tell him it worked. That he studied hard and 

earned degrees from the University of Ottawa and the Universite de Montreal. Worked his way through 
both schools.  

He became a high school teacher at J.S. Woodsworth (now retired.) He loved talking to students. 
( Loves talking, when it comes right down to it. Just ask the cab driver.)  

He got married along the way, raised a son, his life in Canada becoming everything he had 
imagined. He had many things to learn, of course, including holidays, the notion of Thanksgiving being 
something new for him.  

“I came to love the holiday,” remembersMahfouz. “It is a beautiful time of year, and such a 
beautiful sentiment. In this country, there should be no problem being thankful. I was certainly 
thankful.”  

And so, in the spirit of the holiday, EdMahfouz came up one year with the idea of hosting a little 
Thanksgiving dinner. Maybe invite some of the men from the shelters. Maybe get the students involved. 

He began making phone  
calls. Started talking.  
Eighteen years later Mahfouz is still talking, still getting people to help with his Thanksgiving dinner. 

Yesterday, he served more than 1,000 meals from the school cafeteria at Sir Guy Carleton Secondary 
School.  

First Student bus line ferries people to the dinner. They pick up at the shelters, and at the YM-
YWCA, strip malls on Caldwell Ave. and Dumaurier Ave.  

Independent Grocers donates food for the dinner. Ditto for Tannis, Costco and Produce Depot. 
Dollarama donates mitts and scarves. High school students organize food drives.  

Keep in mind, this is not a Thanksgiving dinner organized by the Ottawa Mission, Dinners Unlimited, 
or any of the other worthwhile charities in town. This is a dinner organized by ONE MAN.  

“Ed’s crazy food drive,” says Greg Scott, a teacher at Sir Guy Carleton. “It’s amazing how big it has 
become.”  

Also amazing how many people it has helped. While the buses bringmany people from the shelters, 
they probably bring more fromthe other pick-up sites. The disadvantaged, the unemployed, the 
hanging-on-and-holding-inmy  

Elderly shut-ins, working families, cash-strapped university students, people recently arrived in 
town — they have all come to EdMahfouz’s Thanksgiving dinner. Not a bad legacy for oneman, and yet 
when I mention this to him he is quick to correct me.  

Then surprises me when, as I sit there expecting a rote comment about “a lot of people to thank,” 
he says instead:  

“There’s someone else to thank.”  
It was only later — when I had time to think about what he said next— that I came to realize how 

utterly perfect it was. How in keeping with the season. And how it is as good a definition of thankful— 
and the need for that sentiment to be passed along — as any you’re going to hear today:  

“It’s not my legacy,” said Mahfouz. “It’s that cab driver’s.”  
Ron Corbett: Unscripted can be heard on 580 CFRA Monday to Friday  

between 8 p.m.-10 p.m. You can contact Ron at unscripted@cfra.com  

Printed and distributed by NewpaperDirect | www.newspaperdirect.com, US/Can: 1.877.980.4040, Intern: 800.6364.6364 | Copyright and 
protected by applicable law.  
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